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1.     INTRODUCTION 

Rural energy planning has only recently received attention 

as up-till now due to  the  low -purchasing power and subssistence 

level economic activities  in the  rural reas,   the rural energy 

supply consisted of gathered fuels,   wood and waste, which were 

supposed  to be  locally available renewable resources.    However, 

in the recent years,   it  is realised that this  supply is no longer 

renewable,  if the population pressure  is beyond the. capacity of 

environment,  in particular land,   to provide these fuels.     Moreover, 

the realisation that  the  rural development affects more  than 70% 

of the population in the  developing countries and  is an essential 

element  for the national  development is gradually entering into 

the planning process.     If the efforts for rural development are 

intensifie1",  rural economie activities would  be different  than 

they have been in the  past and that would call for a different 

energy consumption pattern, where  the  inefficient forms  of 

traditional energy supply .would no  longer suffice.    The  energy 

forme would have to  be  efficient as well as available on a 

sustainable basis. 

The  scope of the present    paper in  brief is as  follows: 

-    Identifies difficulties in the  present pa ttern of rural 

energy consumption which is  largely based on non-cómmercial 

fuels,  supply of which is unplanned and  sufficient  only for 

the  subsistance  level activities. 
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- Reflects on future energy demand till 2000 AD under the 

high rural development scenerio showing that increase in 

non-agricultural activities should be foreseen and that 

intensification of agriculture will also require increased 

energy inputs.  loreover, the requirements .of the household 

transport and industries would grow not only quantitatively 

but quantitatively as well and more efficient energy would 
be required. 

- Discusses techno-eeonomic considerations for rural energy 

supply options and in particular those based on concepts of 

decentralized systems, although they are not advocated if found 

to be more expensive then centralized systems.  It discusses 

sir-ply alternatives for fuel (heat) and power separately and 

identifies technical parameters necessary for the success of 
the supply schemes. 

- Emphasizes and illustrates the need for looking into issues 

concerning technology management, since technological solutions 

per se are quite simple. The need for looking into problems 

of technology transfer in the rural environment, establishing 

organizational framework for construction and maintenance 

and standardization procedures are emphasized. 

While dealing with these issues developing countries of 

Africa, Par East and Latin America are kept in view. The world- 

regions are taken as defined by the World Energy Supplies (I978) and 

exclude South Africa and Japan. In some cases', however, individual 

countries are also discussed but in that case only countries 

having population more than 5 millions in 1973 are considered. 

In this short paper, only world regional considerations 

are given against which individual countries could approximately 
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assess their own situation knowing their own present position 

with respect to che regional averages. 

The time horizon kept in view is upto 2000 as it takes 

5 to 10 years for planning and constructing energy facilities and 

another 10 to 15 yea-s till new technology or solution can pentrate 

into energy technology market sufficiently and contribute 

significantly to the extent of 2%  to 10# to the energy supply. 

The perspective of the rural energy systems on which this paper 

is based is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

2." PRESENT ENERGY CONSUMPTION PATTERN: 

A summary of the present energy consumption in the developing 

regions as of I973 can be seen in Fig. 2.    The overall percentage 

of commercial energy consumption is 32%,   $Q%  and 60# for Africa, 

Far East and Latin America. This amounts to per capita commercial 

energy consumption of 0.19, 0.23, and 1.0 tons of coal equivalent 

(tee) for these regions respectively as opposed to 11 tee in the 

USA for the same year. However only 5 to 10# of the commercial 

energy consumption of these regions is in the rural areas and 

that of electrical energy can be as low as only 0.5 to 3%  of the. 

average regional figures. World Bank report on rural electrifi- 

cation (I975) indicates that only k%,   15%  and 23# of the rural 

population of Africa, Far East and Latin America was served with 

electricity in 1971. 
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Figure 2 i Energy consumption in millions of tons of coal 
equivalent mtcf (I973). 

Region Commercial 
Energy a) 

Fuelwood 
b) 

Agricultural 
Waste b) 

Total 

Africa 66 
32.3% 

116 
56.8% 

22 
10.9/0 

204 

Far East+ 
247 
50.1+% 

HO 
29.2/0 

100 
20.kfo 

490 

Latin America 30k 
60.5% 

98 
30.2% 

31 
9.3% 

^33 

Sum of the 
3' regions 

617 357 153 112.7 

excluding South Africa 

+  excluding Japan 

a) United Nations, "World Energy Supplies" (1975) 

b) Parikh J. (1978), World, Bank IIA3A Study on "Energy Systems 
and Development" 



What does this low level of energy consumption imply in terms 

cf economic activities that could be sustained with it?  -low much 

of this energy consumption- goes towards subsistence  level activities 

and what is the energy consumption in the economically productive 

activities? 

In order to assess the energy required for subsistence, the 

data for energy consumption in the rural households are shown 

in Fig. 3.  The energy consumption in the household sector, 

comprising mainly of cooking and lighting,ranges from 0.25 to 0.^0 

tee per capita.  Let us assume a figure of 0.325 tee per capita 

to be the total energy required for cooking,lighting and rrinimal 

energy for subsistence family and minor transport» We 

cal] it energy required for subsistence. This is less than that 

required for basic needs as the energy required for shelter, cooking, 

health, education etc. is not included.  The energy threshold for 

development would be considered that which is found in the countries 

having per capita GNP of %  2000 in 1973 i.e. approximately 2.5 

tee per capita, slightly higher than the world average in 1973. 

Having determined the two energy thresholds(levels), we now examin^ 

the levels of energy consumption of various countries with respect 

to these thresholds.  In Fig. 4,the-per capita commercial energy 

consumption is plotted against the per capita commercial energy 

production on a logarithmic scale. The line of self reliance is 

where both of them are equal.  The area before the energy threshold 

for subsistence is the triangle of struggling existence. It can 

be seen that most of the developing countries are below the(level) 

threshold for subsistence if one considers only the commercial 
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energy consumption. Severely constrained and dependent on 

non-commercial energy sources are those with consumption telow 

100 kgce/person. In fact, some of the oil exporting developing 

countries are also using non-commercial energy to considerable 

extent, specifically in the- rural areas. Those developing 

countries who are close to the boderline of subsistence may 

also have some industrial growth. However, this may be due to 

inequitable distribution of energy and at the cost of those 

millions who do not get enough to cook their inadequate meals. 

Role of Non-Commercial Fuels 

It is only when the substantial use of non-commercial fuels- 

in the rural areas is included that the nations below the 

subsistence threshold in Fig.4 come at the subsistence level. 

However, can such heavy use of non-commercial fuels be relied 

upon for even a decade for which neither the investment nor any 

planned efforts are put in? Only recently attention has been 

drawn to wide scale deforestation and accompanied soil erosion 

(Eckholm, 1975). How significantly these environmental effects 

are linked to the process of desertification has been highlighted 

in the U.N. Conference on desertification in Nairobi (197?) and is 

briefly summarised by J. Parikh (1978a). Moreover, the scarcity 

of supply of non-commercial fuel is increasing each day and the 

distance which has to be travelled and the time which has to be 

spent to collect it. 
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Thus the present  mode of rural energy supply not only causes 

environmental damage but cannot be  taken for granted to  support 

present population even at its present  level  for a long time. 

The bri sf statements made above covering present situation 

lead  us to   the two  main issues V.ith which  the   future energy policy 

should concern itself: 

(i)    The present  rural energy system is  largely based on 

non-commercial energy  supply of which cannot be taken for granted 

in view of increase  in population and rural  development.     How to 

restructure  it and how  these energy supply could be ensured to 

be available on a sustainable basis  in the rural areas y 

(ii)    How to  obtain additional energy required for rural 

development and to rise above the subsistence  level activities. 

Apart from changing the present, pattern,   the qualitative and 

quantitative changes  in the future'demand are  to be expected 

which are discussed  in  the following section. 

3-    ASSESSMENT OF  RURAL WERG Y DEMAND. ATO  EXPECTED STRUCTURAL CHANGE: 

The purpose of this section is not only to assess the 

magnitude of the energy problem ahead of the developing repions 

but also to anticipate   structural and qualititative changes,   if 

the efforts  for rural development are put  in. Quantitative 

work  in this area has  been done by J. Parikh   (l9?8a)  where  energy 

demand for the developing regions have been worked out for  low 

aid high rural development scenarios foi   different demogiaphic 

structures and income  distributions.    In another paper  (J.Parikh 

l?78b)  some  implications   ''or the expected  sectoral changes  are 



••-.> il3o worked   out „7h:re  the discussions on growth ratea of 

-.ersy requiremer.es oï agriculture,  transport and  household 

rectors are given.    Therefore,   thic section  summarises these 

two works and highlights those  issues which directly concern 

policy decisions.    These figures  are only reference figures and 

more  ,vork should be done at the  level of individual countries. 

We separate the  two issues,   namely, magnitude  of the demand and 

structural changes. 

3.1 Assessment of Rural Energy Demand Till 2000» 

In the  literature there has  been little distinction between 

rural and     agricultural     population,  because  the percentage 

of rural non-agricultural population is very  small at present. 

In future,   however,  under the high rural development scenario, 

Oì.ìD) rural non agriculture  sector should grow considerably, 

rationale for which is as follows.    The  share  of agricultura' 

GNP in the  total GNP decline as the GNP per capita increases as 

shewn in Fig,   5.     Note that 65/0 of agricultural population 

produces 33¿ of GNP in the Far Eart as opposed  to 5* agricultural 

population producing k% GNP in the USA.    Thus  it is assumed that 

under the ÏIRD scenario,  the proportion  (and not    the magnitude)  . 

of the rural agricultural population will decline at the  same 

rate as the decline in the share of agricultural GNP in total GUP. 

In the low rural development scenario,   (T,RD)   che proportion of 

agricultural population in the rural population remains the same 

in ?000 as it was in 1973. 
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The detailed  discussions on income and population distribuìione 

are omitted here   (J.Parikh,   l9?8a).     The highlights of the results 

are given in Figure 6 for the  three world  regions only  for the 

high rural development scenario and could  be summarised   in words 

as follows: 

i)    Due to already poor conditions at present  the  rural  energy 

growth rates are higher than the average regionaL growth 

rates but yet the disparity with the average scene remains, 

although less compared to I973. 

ii)    There is corsiderable ine ìase  in the commercial  energy 

component  in the rural energy demand.    Thus,  although 

improvement in total   (including non-commercial)   energy 

consumption is less,   there  is a qualitative  implement 

due to increase of commercial-energy which is more efficient, 

•The regional  highlights are as follows« 

In Africa,   62/Í of the rural population in 2000 requires 35# 

and W of the  total commercial energy of Africa under the  high 

and low rural development scenarios,  respectively.     The  total 

per capita consumption is 0.?- tee.    Thus,   there is little  increase 

from present in absolute terms,   but the  increase is due  to  the 

increased component of the more efficient commercia]  energy.     In 

the Par East under the HRD the rural energy consumption is O.36 

tee in 2000 out of which 0.12 tee is commercial energy. 

Under the HRD,   in Latin America.the rural energy requirement 

increases rapidly but its proportion in the total commercial energy 
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is only 13# as the proportion of the rural popi lation in the total 

population is 25%.    The urban-rural differenti:1 in income 

decreases significantly and energy consumption is I.76 tee in 

the rural areas.    The  share of commercial ener< v  in the rural energy 

is 68#. 

3•2    Structural changes in the Rural Energy Demani « 

Uptill now, due  to extensive use of animal  and human labour 

and due to subsistence  level economic activitio.;,   rural energy 

is essentially in the household sector and   its  supply comes from 

non-commercial fuels.     However,  what structurai   changes should 

one expect in future   if the efforts for rural development are put* 

in which means that rural non-agricultural sector expects and 

rural agricultural sector becomes more productive and goes beyond 

subsistence farming. 

The sectoral energy demand"considerations are very useful 

in anticipating energy supply    mix .  be it oil,   electricity,  fuel, 

wood or solar.    The following sectoral changes are to be expected 

for the time horizon 2000: 

(i)    Household Sector i    Due to population and economic growth,  the 

energy required in household would approtimately double and more 

component of commeuial energy is  to be expected for lighting, 

comforts and simply, due to substitution of non-commercial fuels 

which would get scarcer.    There is some scope of conserving 

energy in this sector through introduction of efficient 

stove which could save fuel. 
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(ii) Intensification of Agriculture» While discussiog the 

question of energy in agriculture at present and as it would 

be required in 2000, the following points have to be kept in 

view» 

i)  With the use of the present somewhat labor-intensive techno- 

logies, would agriculture produce enough to support nearly 

double_ the present population? 

ii) Since the proportion of urban populations are projected to 

increase from 23$, 22%  and 59# in 1973 to 36% 35% and 75?6 in 

2000 for Africa, the Far East and Latin America, the food pro- 

duction system would have to generate larger surplus for Hhe 

people in the urban areas than is generated today. 

iii) What are the limitations of subsistence level fg.rming, 

which is mainly rain-fed agriculture and often subject to 

significant loss due to crop diseases« and sfarming with minimal 

external inputs of fertilizers, irrigation, etc.? Is there a , ' 

scope for the expansion of such farming to provide the additional 

food and generate the necessary surpluses? If not, what is the 

extent of inputs of external energy for fertilizer, for 

irrigation and for motive power? 

The arable land which was cultivated in.1967 respresents 

22, 78 and 12.6% of the potentially cultivable land in Africa, 

Par East and Latin America (Moira", 1976). . In order to bring 

more land under cultivation an increasing amount of energy is 

likely to be required. In the Par Eap-t the choice of expanding 

arable land is limited and to obtain higher yield more fertilizers. 

and irrigation would be required. 
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Figure ? shows the results of the trend projections of the 

energy required for fertilizers, farm machinery, irrigation and 

fertilizers, where along with energy required for running 

tractors and irrigation.pumps, energy going into manufacturing 

them is also considered. This is carried out ty the author from 

the basic information particularly provided by PAO (I977) and other 

sources. 

It can be seen that, in 1972, 18* of world energy ii 

agriculture was consumed by the developing countries.' Their share 

will increase to 52%  by/ 2000. This is l^ifca* even if not all the 

food required for the 4.6 billion people in the developing world 

is to be produced by them. The Par East, where 78% of arable land 

is already under cultivation and will'have to support nearly 2 

billion people from the same land, will alone require for its 

agriculture 18% of the total world energy into agriculture.  Africa 

the Far East and Latin America consumed  in agriculture 0.9%, 4.9% ' 

and k.1%  of the world energy in agriculture in"1972 and would 

require 2.3% and 18.6% and ST;9^ energy by 2000. Thus the compound 

annual growth of energy in agriculture for the three regions 

respectively is 8%, 10% and 8%. 

This analysis however does not include energy required for 

processing which can be significant as more and more food gets 

transported to the urban areas and subsistence level farming 

diminishes. 
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iii) Required Expansion of the Transport Sector: The interdepe- 

ndence of urban and rural areas could be expected to increase 

when the percentage of urban population is projected to go up, 

from 23, 22 and 59# in 1973 to 38, 35 and 75%  in 2000 for Africa, 

Far East and Latin America, respectively (UN demographic projection, 

1975). 

The transport sector would have to be expanded to ensure 

provision of at least some portion of fuels in the rural areas 

and food to the urban areas even to meet the basic needs. We 

need to consider only rural-urban transport that would be. necessary 

for subsistence. 

In addition to the requirements for maintaining subsistence 

level, increase transport could also be viewed as a key to develop- 

ment. Improved transportation network expands market for the 

products and the producer is no longer constrained by the demand 

in the local market. This brings a better price to the producer 

a:: also possibility to exploit economies of scale which provides 

incentive to produce more. Other benefits of urba,n-r'ural trans- 

portation could be also felt in .education, health and welfare in 

the rural areas. 

The questionr examined are« 

V/hat are the constraints in expanding the transport sector? 

What is the contribution of unorganized activity? IT there a 

suppressed demand in this sector? What kind of growth rato3 ' 

should be expected in this sector? 
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in the following, we take a look at some of the facts in 

the transport sector. 

The Contribution of Unorganized Activities 

Passenger as well as freight transport would grow at a very 

rapid rate as there is a considerable suppressed demand in the 

transport sector at present where lack of vehicles and roads 

ard of communication in general has hindered the process of 

development. 

In the Far East, transport carried out by bullock carts, 

push-carts, wheel barrows, bicycles, draft r.nimals, and-simply 

by walking long distances carrying head-loads is significant 

and of comparable magnitude to the transport carried out by 

modern vehicles.  In India, 13 million bullock carts represent 

an investment comparable to that in modern vehicles. 

In Africa, there is not much of a tradition of transport 

with bullock carts and rural transport depends on animals and 

people, or at the other excreme on modern vehicles. Thus in 

Africa's case, the suppressed demand for transport is likely 

to be higher as the carts are"'not there to carry some of the 

burden of the transport sector. In Latin America, the use of 

animals for transport is only to a small extent and already 

the percentage of urban population is very high. Therefore, 

the growth rates would be due to higher income and not as much 

due to suppressed demand. 

Expected growth of Transport Sector 

Unfortunately, information regarding rural-urban transport 

can be only inferred from railway passenger and ton kilometers 
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and number of commercial vehicles assuming that in principle the 

rural areas, could also partially use thece modos for urban-rural 

transport. 

Typically the growth rates for the railway transport range 

from 5 to 7$ for tho¡re countries where the railways are kapt up. 

The growth rates of commarciai vehicles rango from ')%  to 10;j for 

those countries which have efficient railways systems and 5-17$ 

for those where they do not.  For the reasons mentioned before, 

in principle, the growth in future should be higher or at least 

the same as in the past and in the specific case of the urban-rural 

transport should be higher than in the past.  Thus the analysis 

of transport by railways and commercial vehicles could provide 

an indication about the expected growth rates of the rural-urbun 

transport.  But in reality, in view of the price rise in oil, - 

if even these past growth rates cannot bo maintained rural deve? coment 

world suffer. 

iv)- Rural Industrial Sector: With the rise in non-agriculturil 

population and efforts for rural development, spurt in rural 

industrial activities should be expected.  The scope for generating 

rural income fron a wide variety of small and medium scale of rural 

industries is quite significant.  These industries could range 

from manufacturing soap, bricks, potteries, charcoal, metal 

products, leather and agro industrial products, all of which 

require inputs of energy. Of course, there are other industries 

which may not require energy, e.g. weaving» handicrafts, printing 

etc. Thus precise statements on the energy consumption in the 

rural industrial sector could be made only ort assessing the 

resources, skills and demand fcr the products for each local 

enviroament. Estimates for inlividual industries are ßiven i-n 

Appandix 1. 
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Tt  ha:'  already   ¡ren   pointed  nut  that   the  fuel   or  heat 

requirement:-    <t   nre.-ient   ar<>  more   than 9f¿  of the  rural   energy 

requirement;;.   (although   this  may  be  90/»  in   the   future)     In 

thir-  section,   we  di"ru:;:;     iilytwo aspects   of  fuel   or heat 

3um;ly  techn" 1 o*r i es,   namely,   technological   potential  and 

criteria   for   tochno-economic asservirent. 

There area a number of technical reports,   some of  which 

are surveyed   by T.Turner   (1978) where attention is given to the 

detailed analysis of  individual  technologies and  here repetition 

of such descriptions   is  avoided.     Instead,   the  issues of 

technology assessment  and  the difficulties  of embedding new 

technologies   in the rural  environment are   focussM  -.»pon. 

Assessment of the Potentiali    ' 

The potential of a pi ven supply option can be roughly 

assessed from some physical parameters and  other relevant 

data.    For example,   how much energy available from bio-gas can    . 

be calculated  from the waste available or firewood production 

from knowledge of the  forest area and the  productivity per unit 

area.    These rough calculations are extremely important in 

assessing the  importance  of an option and  should be a part of 

policy oriented activity.    However, they are only a rough 

measure of the potential and must be followed by an exercise 

of assessment of institutional constraints,   cost-benefit 

analysis and  long-term sustainability to examine  if the potential 

can be realised or is worth realising. 
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Techno-economic and other aspects• 

It would be a mistake to do a general purpose universal, 

cost-benefit analysis of a technology,   especially for decentra- 

lised technologies,   because,  by their very r.ature,   the analysis 

has to depend upon the local environment.     h »wever,   the   issues 

that have to be  looked into,  new factor;;  that ought   to  be considered, 

or the questions of different scales of technologies and some other 

relevant issues will be discussed.    Examples for the  specific 

countries are worked out  and given in the  Appendices  2 4 3. 

Acceptable ranges of technical parameters that detero.ine th3 success 

of the technologies ar«   given here.    This  is meant  to assist a 

developing country to make their own policy after assessing the   - 

micro-level  (or state or village level)  conditions against these. 

There are four major supply options for fuel requirentnts, 

analysis of which should give guidance in the planning or rural 

energy" supply for fuel or heat, 

4.1     Transport of fossil   fuels   to Rural Areas. 

This has been the major mode and the  only one which planners 

have tried so far with little or at most moderate success.    When 

the population is high  (2000 and above),   the demand  is high and 

the distance from the major centres is not much this mode may still 

be preferable for sometime to come inspite of the price rise in 

oil in 1973 and moderate  increase over that price. 

In fact,  the decentralised options that we are about to discuss 

would be compared against this alternative and would be recommended 

only if they are superior compared to this alternative*. 
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Potential of the fossil fuel option depends on the fossil fuel 

resources/reserves of the country or its ability to purchase it 

by earning foreign exchange by other means by exporting other 

primary products or skills (e.g. Japan). 

** •2 Bio-Gas Generation : 

Cattle population is an integral part of the rural environment. 

Apart from the dung available from the cattle, there is considerable 

organic waste available in rural areas, such as agricultural waste 

and constitutes a renewable resources that is locally available 

and can be used for fuel. 

Potential of Bio-Gas Plants. 

It is possible to have a rough indication of the potential 

of bio-gas technology by assessing the amount of waste available. 

Taking only the country-wise cattle population and assuming all 

the cattle to be in the rural areas, the number of cattle per 

rural person is taken to be the indicator of available waste. 

Since it takes 3 to 5 animals to run a bio-gas plant for a family 

of 5 to ó, 0.5 cattle per person should be adequate to provide 

energy for subsistence and fertilizers.  (This figure is taken 

to be low since there may be.,other animals besides cattle.) 

Fig. 8 indicates which countries could hope to achieve 

subsistence level requirements entirely from bio-gas plants and 

which countried could obtain only partial requirements. Bio-gas 

could also utilise wiste from piggeries, chickeneries and human 

waste.  But since cattle censuses are available and they provide 

more dung per animal, only cattle population is considered.. 
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Although The absolute number of cattle in the Par East is 

quits large ,in per repita terms, it is larger in the countries of 

Africa and Latin America.  In Latin America, the percentage of the 

rural population is only k(j%  as compared to 80# in the other two. 

Therefore, the number of cattle per rural person is high. 

Recently, bio-digestibility of water hyacinths, algae, etc. 

are also being tested, but in view of the land and water constraints 

in the developing countries it may have little relevance unless 

they are grown in sewage or salty water. 

Having estimated such country-wise potential, we turn to a 

detailed analysis of economic and organisational factors in 

promoting bio-gas. 

Economic Analysis of Bio-Oas Plantai 

There is a considerable debate surrounding this subject a.i.i 

estimates of benefits very widely depending on the assumptions 

made, particularly about the assumed use of waste cost of plants etc 

There are three different assumptions made about the use 

of dung before the construction of the bio-gas plant and the 

additional benefits arare viewed against these assumed uses. 

- The waste is already used as fuel, therefore the additional 

benefits of bio-gas plants could be only additional fertili- 

zers and availability of more energy in an efficient form. 

- The dung is utilized as manure; then the additional benefits 

could only be availability of fuel and the additional nitrogen, 

if any, due to more efficient and effective fermentation in the 
bio-gas plant. 

- The waste is not utilized at all; here the benefits are of 

course twofold, namely the fuel and fertilizer obtained. 
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Health benefits are of course to be considered in all the three 

cases but they are not easily quantifiable in economic terms. 

Convenience of a fuel that can be turned on and cff or one that 

is versatile enough to be utilized f<r fuel, lighting, or 

electricity is also not quantifiable in the absence of a market 

for such fuels in rural areas. 

Those who make the last assumption of course come out with 

substantial benefits, especially ii* its is assumed that the 

alternatives would be to provide chemical fertilizers and commercial 

energy. Since at least one of the requirements come from the 

dung itself (for cooking only, not for lighting), it would not be 

proper to assume this particularly  in the case of the Far East, 

where the dung is already used for one of the purposes. However, 

this assumption is not incorrect, for the countries where dung i ; 

only used occasionally (Africa and Latin America).  A detailed 

treatment of cost-benefit analysis using all the three assumpticn -u 

i" worked for India in the case of a family plant in Appendix 2. 

Techno-economic  and other Parameters. 

In the following the technical and other parameters which 

determine various schemes are  summarized to provide a quick check 

list. 

i) Ratio of Cattle Population. For bio -gas to be a viable 

option for the entire village, 0.5 cattle per person would be 

required. Alternatively, the organic'waste availability should 

1 to 2 Kg. per capita per day to meet cooking and lighting 

requirements.  Note that the cattle dung contains moire volatile 

matter than most other wastes. 
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ü)  Tempersture rängest    The desirable range is 15° to 40°C 

for adequate yield of gas. 

ni) Cost of the bic-gas; The cost of the family plant should 

not exceeo. Í 250 for a 2m3 plant assuming the availability of free 

labour to maintain the plant. Alternatively, the combination of 

all the costs, capital, labour, maintenance for any plant, village 

or family size, should be such that it should compete with 

transported coal or kerosene to the villages. The cost then works 

out to be 5 Í /m3 assuming  kerosene price 14 Cents per litre 

iv) Agrarian Societyt  If ¿he need for fertilizers is also 

present along with the need for fuels, then the chances of the " 

acceptance are higher (as compared to that in the nomadic or 

pastoral society).  It also helps if the tradition for using dung 

exists. 

v) Other Alternativest'   If the village has other alternatives 

for fuel such as using coal dust or wood, charcoal eto. then there 

may be less enthusiasm for putting in efforts and investments. 

However, the number of developing countries with very little scope 

for other alternatives is rather large. 

vi) Village Plantst The  chances of success of a village 

bio-gas plant is higher for those villages having houses in 

clusters rather than scattered over long distances and if a 

village administration structure 3uch.as "Panchayaf in India or 

equivalent exists. 

vii) Size of tne Village 1 Since it is possible to run bio-gas 

on human waste and its bigger version could be a municipal sewage 

olant for urban areas as well, there is no practical limit on the 

3ize of the village but then the energy provided would not be 
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sufficient for all the needs and supplementary fuels would be 

required. 

It is being argued by Makhijani  (19?6)   and others  that 

bio-gas ought   co be regarded as an option  for electricity 

generation,   but   this is questionable on the  following grounds: 

(a) Economics  of this proposition is  little  understood, 
(one  estimate indicated  by T.Turner  f  2.25/kw>i) 

(b) The organic waste available  in a village is not  sufficient  to 

meet cooking,   lighting and  pumping  requirements.      If some big 

cattle  owners were to  set up his own niant for pumping too,   it 

will  only worsen problem of equity  if  because some  others would 

not get enough of even cokking fuel,   which  is a baaic need'. 

Thus bio-gas generation could provide almost  90% of the  energy if 

need for the household sector in the rural areas in some countries 

if cattle to rural population is  favourable  and provide  partial 

requirements for fertilizers as well. 

4,3    £ricrfíV  from  -food  and  Techno-ennnomic   Arirunt.^. 

The most important source of the rural  energy today is fuel- 

wood.    It could continue to  be important  in meeting the  energy 

demand if its renewability could  be assured   by careful  planning.     ' 

However,  so far in competition with other land uses,  the extent 

of forests has  been reducing and  a point has   boon reached where 

wreckless clearing has taken its environmental  toll as discussed 

earlier.    This therefore must not continue and to prevent soil 

erosion to curb floods and famine and to preserve wild  life as 

well as providing an energy crop,   efforts for growing wood must 

soon begin. 
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The assured supply of wood will require investment and 

management in future.     In evaluating the potential productivity 

of different  ecosystems  should  be considered. 

The  supply of wood could  be obtained  from wood plantation 

and management schemes for refining natural  forests.    These  two 

management options are not necessarily competing with each other 

but are rather required under different circumstances. 

4.3.1    Wood Plantationt 

In order  that  the wood is available near the populated 

areas,   a different  management may be required  to ensure  supply 

especially from woodlands,   fallow land,  or  treelands existing ' 

near the  rural  areas.     In  the  schäme  of wood  plantation,   the 

land is divided   into  several plots and sowing and harvesting on 

these plots of  land   is done successively such that each year 

the demand ir  met by  harvesting  one pie t.     The number of plots 

required denends upon a crop rotation cycle   that varies from 

4 to 7 years.     In the  initial stage    land  is acquired progress- 

ively.     The total land requirements depends  upon the demand  for 

wood,  expected growth of wood and the  selected crop-rotation 

cycle. 

The  important technical and other parameters defining 

success of the wocd  plantation schemes are  summarized below: 

i)     Yield  per hactare;    This is the most crucial parameter 

ir. making this  alternative cost effective as  shown by the 

sensitivity analysis  carried out  in the World Bank/IIASA 

report by J.  Parikh   (1978a).    The acceptable range should be 

.'.5 xc to rr3 of increment per hactare per year. 
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11) Crop Rotation Cycle. The preferred range for crop rotation 

period (the years after which wood is ready for harvesting) should 

be k  to 8 years.  If it is 6 or more years, the yield should be 

very high (50 to 60m3/ha) and the land rent should be low. 

iii)  Land Rent«  The rent of the land per year should not 

exceed Í   150/ha, if the discount rate in 10/* and wood is to 

compete with other fuels (Kerosene at 14 Cents/litre) 

iv)  Labour »Vage Rate:  If the labour wa^e rate is more than 

it 2   per day for unskilled labour, this scheme nay be uneconomical 

since it is labour intensiv» UKI appropriati; far vi 1. , ige scale in 

the developing countries, a:; illustrated in detail in Appendix > for 

E.Africa.  (Developed countries also talk anout this scheme but .-,n 

a very large scale and high capital in mechanization). 

' v) Cost of harvested wood»  Some flexibility in the above 

mentioned parameters is permitted as long as the cost per m3/ or 

wood in the final analysis is in the range of£4 to  10/mJ.  In 

that ca£:e, the charcoal made out of this wool can roughly compete 

with transported fosil fuels to the rurai areas. 

vi>  Land requirements: The land requirement per capita is 

1/3 to 1/5 of hartare, if the annual wood requirement is ! nrVperson 

for 8 year rotation cycle for the yiek! of 25  to hù  m3/ha. Thus a 

village of 500 persons would require 70 to 100 hactares of land 

ÍW.energy requirements of cooking and rural industries (potteries, 

brick making).  Thus, for a large village of population above 2000 

persons, the required land may not be available for countries with 

high population density. 
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4.3.2 Refining and Enrichment of Natural Forests s 

Although some recommend clearing even natural forests to 

set up plantations, under certain circumstances it may be 

better to use the natural forests directly to obtain the wood. 

The refining of natural forests could be done by selective 

removal of the trees and vegetation not wanted for timber, for 

use as fuel-wood.  The natural forests have a much lower yield 

(2 to 8m /ha) and the advantages over the plantation scheme 

could be significant only whem 

- the cost of plantation land is high and the coat of 

clearing is high; 

- mixed forests acre to be preserved to save the wide varieties 

of genetic species of flora to reduce damage to the 

environment. The disturbance to wild life by human 

interference cannot be avoided and the impacts have to be 

considered and weighed before initiating such schemes» 

other        such as timber, chemicals and fibres are 

also to be obtained. 

It should be noted that refining of natural forests could 

only be successful in the equatorial or tropical rain forests 

«here the natural yields are high. (Earl D., 1975). 

In order   reduce transportation and storage costs, wood 

may be converted to charcoa! for transporting over long distance, 

at the ratio W (4 t of wood . 1 t of charcoal, with an energy 

ratio of 2,4. The tradition of mk¡ag ohircoal is ,vaiuWe in th> 

rural areas, and the whole operation,being labour intensive, and 

able to employ the very people who are currently deriving income 

fro• the wood trade 00uid „,«, tM, a 8UC0e38ful ocheme- 
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4.4   Solar Applications 

Sv«i l_ --. >:•!,'^U;-;.,^]. cor. Ir'bution 'jouid le expects 1 beicre 

198 5 o 199c fror solar energy applications, it may be one of tb* 

iirpcr^'cit energy sources in future, transition to which m&; he 

.-•iL  fí»ry 'or countries with no fossil fuel  resources. A 

•li' ciurlo- I3 required on this option if only to keep it in w' -:n 

M] •--;-, changing energy policy in future. The comparatively higher 

i.-.-.ensity of solar radiation in most of the developing countries 

gj."-n an advantage of a factor of I.5 to 2 compared to some of 

the Isveloped countries, in the exploitation of solar energy. 

Ho\.-••••ver, chis in itself may not mean very much and detailed 

analysis is necc,r";:,ry. 

4.4.1   Technoeconomic Considerations. 

j) ¿ciar radiation»  Preferable annual average range is 

5OÛ cal/cm per day.  However,> the frequency of cloudy days, 

regions with jhadow (due to mountains or otherwise) and nature 

oí d^m, ri, all have to be analysed together with the average 

figure. 

li y Solar Thermal Applications;  (a) Low temperature solar 

devices for heat requirements below 100° C such as hot water, 

space heating ar.d cooling are cost, effective today provided 

they are required for more than 3 months a year: (b) High tempe- 

rature devices, for temperature above 100°C and below 30G°C for 

tiiich concentrating  devices are preferable, would be cort 

effective particularly   ' ** they are required for daily (non-se*soaal) 

use.  These include solar  cooker3, wter distillators-and solar 

pumpe for drinking water. 
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iii) load Factors» It is unlikely that any solar devices 

would be cost effective, if they are required for only short 

duration or seasonal purposes i.e. for a couple of months in a 

year or less, due to their high capital costs. In all SUCh cases 

oil based equipments (heat pumps,' diesel pumps etc.) are likely 

to be cheaper even if oil prices were to double compared to their 

present values, because the oil required over a small period is 

no* much and could be easily purchased from the interest on capital 

requirements of solar equipment. J.Parikh (1977) has demonstrated 

this in detail in the case of the solar pump for irrigation 

purposes which is a seasonal use having 10* to 20%    annual load 

factor. 

iv) Solar mechanical or eWtri^i applications 1 

Por the current and projected prices of solar collectors or 

phofovoltaics, it is unlikely that these can contribute significantly 

to the rural energy supply in the developing countries as the 

technology is not based on self help concept and the already small 

rural earnings will go out of the rural areas for purchasing them, 

v) Land Constraints! Since solar energy could be harvested 

only to the extent of few watts/m2 the land required for a higher • 

intensity use, such as industrial purposes or electricity generation, 

could be quito significant and perhaps prohibitive, for highly 

populated developing countries. 

While discussing this it is worthwile to discuss one 

application Solar Cocker, in detail as is done as an example below: 
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4.4.2    Solar Cookers: 

In view of the fact that a major part of energy use in the 

rural areas of many countries is for cooking   (more than 70# for 

low income group countries as shown by our analysis on energy for 

subsistence),   solar cookers are the  single most important 

application which,   if used by all,   could alone take care of a 

major burden on the forests or fossil fuels resources  in the 

developing countries. 

Assuming that a family uses 2 kg of coal for one  meal,   10.? 

tons of coal could  be saved during  the 15 year lifetime  of a 

solar cooker.    Assuming 10# discount rate and  I 15 per ten of 

coal delivered in the rural areas,   the break-even cost  of a 

delivered  solar cooker is nearly g 90, 

The conservative estimate presented here considers only one 

cooked meal-and \m rise in real terms in the cost of fuel and 

availability at a subsidized rate,   the present international 

selling price being   i 40 per ton. 

The solar cooker could, be made  available today at  this price 

but the improvements desired are as following i 

- the possibility of using the cooker within the home» 

- the availability of controllable heat; 

- convenience of use and installing a cooker due to  limited 

availability of space. 

But xhis does not require a major scientific break-through 

and could be developed if high priority is given to technological 
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research.     H wen. ,   several  designs should be  tried  out  to  suit 

1i:i,rric   tra^l   '.one,   social cujtomr and  eating habits in 

cc-o-)cr--.lon with  the  peoole who are likely to use  it. 

• •     7 ¿ 3C1E OF ELECTRICAL ENKRfîY 

T'ì.-ì     fuel  requirements have  b»^n almost 98>í of the 

-otal  rurrU  energy  requirements so far and would continue   to  be 

u sortant.     Yet  electricity provides a high grade energy which 

js a   superior form of energy in many respects.    For example,   for 

sir.h  specific  functions as high temperature furnace,  applying 

strc<.y   loat at certain points  (welding),   lighting,   television, 

sx-ot..-  motive power required  for drawing  water from depth, 

k   ir.   i.r**,  crushing etc.     Thus provision  of electricity could 

;ixe  rise to  new type.-: of activities which otherwise may not  be 

p      lbi9 and can not always  be substituted by other energy  form.«?. 

SUCA a superior form of energy which requires  investment, 

[J>-nr...ie and   effort,   may not  be required  for all the end-uses 

. and its   i-discriminate  use  is not recomr.ended       Yet    electricitv 

has b  definite place  in the program of rural development where 

rural   elect~ification could help in the  following: 

1) Open up new   • activities which may be  economically productive 

2) Increase in welfare, and  in particular improve education ?md 

health.      / 

3) Advance Family Planning       Ï  by reducing   long  à«: k   nous 

providing other activities and through educational programs 
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V)    Helping rural skills to  stay  in the rural areas by providing 

better opportunities and thereby reducing rural-urban migration 

by improving rural environnent. 

The main difficulty  in rapidly expanding  rural electrification 

arises from the fact that large capital requirements and  low load 

factor in rural areas makes  it financially uneconomical.     Typically 

in the developing countries urban load factor is around O.50 and 

the rural load factor varies from 0.10 to O.25.    However,   the  load 

factor could  only gradually build  up with the   intesification of 

agricultural  and industrial activities.     Thus  one would  exoect  that 

rural electrification should give a spurt  to  rural development. 

This seems to be borne out by a number of studies for the agricul- 

tural sector made  in recent years  in India as reoorted  in the  rerrrt 

of the National Commission on Agriculture   (I977). 

(i)    The  Programme Evaluation Organisation  (PE0Ì  of the Piarmi  ç 
Commission made a study in I96I-65  of 2,460 households 
which included  existing and prospective consumers in 210 
villages covering 36 districts  in I5 States.     All the 
villages covered by tfiis study were  electrified  before 
March 31,   1959-    The study revealed  that as a result  of 
the  installation of electric pumps  on existing and new 
wells,  irrigated area increased  by 67 per cent for khariff 
crops and 65 per cent for rabi crops.    The irrigated area 
per farmer increased from 2.^3 hectares to 3.91 hectares. 
New crops were  introduced and the  intensity of irrigation 
increased substantially. 
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(ii)    The Indian Institute of Management,  Ahraedabad,  conducted 
a study of the economics of rural electrification in 
Gujarat.     This showed that after electrification the 
ayerage irrigated area per farmer had increased to 5.02 
hectares from 2.08 hectares before electrification. 

(iii)    The National Council of Applied Economic Research  (NCAER) 
made a study of the impact of rural electrification in 
Punjab and  another on the  economics of rural electrifica- 
tion in Kerala.    The Punjab study showed that in the sample 
area there was an increase of 3.09 hectares  in irrigated 
area per farmer due to electricity driven pump sets and 
tubewells  and that the  farmer saved in labour '354 bullock- 
days per crop year.    The Kerala study revealed a 

substantial  change in the  cropping pattern  in favour of 
rice crop. 

(iv)    A study undertaken as a research project in Tamil Nadu 
showed that after electrification the area under irriga- 
tion had increased by 36 per cent and the value of the 
crops produced had doubled. 

Although,  part  of this could  have been achieved  from diesel 

pumps, the fact cannot be neglected that electricity is a convenient 

form of energy and that electrical equipment    are  in general 

cheaper than comparable equipment using other energy forms. 

Moreover,  electricity makes it much easier for individuals to 

start small industrial and other non-agricultural enterprises of 

various nature.    It opens up the possibility of self help.    Thus 

inspite of its financial costs,  most developing countries consider 

rural electrification a desirable objective and a necessary 

precondition for development. • 
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However,  the need  to cut down costs  in providing electricity 

through appropriate  strategy and techniques cannot be  overstressed. 

5,1    Electricity requirements anri    their grow.^h 8 

Unfortunately,   there  is no magic  formula for establishing 

even norms for rural electricity requirements.    Much depends 

on the    i)  potential for industrialization and agriculture 

ii)   the size of population and income distribution    iii)  credit 

facilities for setting  up enterprises    iv)   available natural 

resources and Skills  in the rural areas  being considered for 

rural  electrification and    v) other similar factors.    Typical 

electricity consumption for various industries and agro-industries 

are  indicated in Appendix  1.    In the  following a summary Of  this 

aspect from various studies on rural electrification in India, 

Tanzania and Kenya and  by World Bank   (1975)   is presented. 

Once the decision in favour of rural  electrification is 

made,   the next step is  to  increase the  load  factor    (which 

is generally 5% to 15# in the initial stages)  so that the capital 

invested in rural electrification is recovered from the revenues 

obtained. 

However, various studies commissioned  by the rural 

electrification corporation of the Government of India indicate 

that the load factor does  not improve much for the first 5 

years  and in the subsequent years it grows  in a step-wise 

manner.     In the initial  stages, the demand grows in the agricul- 



agricultura]   uni  do-ne;tic  sectors.     The growth in rural 

industrial  sector however,   tajees  time and depends on the 

availability of credit facilities,   extension workers   (from 

whom ideas concerning the use  of electricity and  training could 

be  expected)  and  other intrastructure.     Setting up of the agro- 

industries usually precedes that  of other small  scale  industries. 

Thus,   only when one analyzes  the  villages which have been 

electrified for more  than a decade that one  sees  the growth of 

industries.     Therefore, concern  for lack of industrialization 

is xhe electrified  rural areas  should be viewed   in this   light 

and  the required gestation period  should be  appropriately 

considered. 

Thus,   assessment of dermnd   based on population and   a norti 

of so many kwh  per oerson is   too  simplistic  and may  lead  to 

overstimation.     Thp   Immani  for  electric icy connections  have 

to  be  esti-nated  from income distributions ,ind  the  nature  of 

activities  that  may come up in the el'nter of village.*. 

Having assessed  the demand,   the choice  of electric i i* 

generation and  its  likely casts   per kwh could  be determined 

us discussed in the following section. 
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5.2    Choices in Electricity Generation 

The important available choices which can help in cutting 

costs of rural electricity generation are as follows: 

5*2.1      Local Generation through diesel  stations or Grid Connection 

The choice between local generation of electricity or connection 

to a grid supply depends upon the distance  from the existing grid, 

the expected load and the costs of local generation with diesel 

based motor - generator set. 

A World  Bank Report   (1975)   shows that in the rural areas, 

the capital costs of supplies from the grid are much higher tvnr, 

those of aubogeneration,   but the fuel,  operation,  and   mainter;  . e 

costs are much  Jess.    This is unlike  large  scale  power  plants 

ranging from 100 to  3000 kw where the capital costs as well  as 

operational costs per kilowatt are  less compared to a  small  plant. 

When the utilization of the .plant is high,   this  strongly favors 

the more capital-intensive and  less fuel-intensive investment in 

supplies from the grid. 

Figure 9 shows the average costs of different schemes. 

Supplies from the grid are shown to be profitable compared to 

autogeneration for load factors of Zp% and above and  for short 

distances of 4 to 20 km from the main grid   (World  Bank,   1975). 

[ 
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Figure 9.  Average Costs of Different Scheme3 (cents per lewh) 

For a 50 Kilowatt project 
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however,   the critical distance varies depending upon local 

conditions.    A comparison made for Kenyan conditions, 

indicates that  for the particulars conditions considered,   it 

appears that the breakeven point is ^5»1 Kilometres in the case, 

of a centre using 200000 kwh per anr.um,   63.5 Kilometer in the 

case of a consumption of 500000 Kwh per annum and 95*1 Kilometer 

in tJie case of a consumption of 1,000,000 Kwh per annum. 

'These results indicate the importance of the size of the 

demand,   the local conditions and costs  in deciding the  breakeven 
distance.    The  expected load would depend on the activity and the 
density of population of the rural area. 

5-2.2 Other Choices for .Local Generation 

The costs of local generation may be substantially reduced 

if local conditions are favourable for exploiting local 

resources.    Of the technologies available or likely to be available 

in near future.    For electricity generation two alternatives 

pe'em to be of particular relevance i   (i)  Small hydro generation 

and  (ii) Wind generation. 



Small  Hydro  ¿ichr.mp.g 

The rural areas could make use of small hydro potential 

which could be tapped  from a nearby water resource with a fall 

of 10  to 20 meters.     If natural fall is not available,   in appro- 

priate  locations it could be artificially created providing 

employment to local labor. 

Snail reservoirs or earthen dams could  be used to generate 

electricity with the help of small turbines.     The estimate of 

such potential would have to be made on a micro level,  regionwise 

or even district and village-wise. 

For example,   since 1966.  China has 60,000  small hydro-power 

stations distributed  through 1,000 hilly area3.     The total gene- 

rating capacity from small schemes is about    3000 MW.     It increases 

annually by 400 to 500 MW,    The stations are  in the 40-250 kw 

range  operating often on heads of less thanlO meters   (E.  El-Hinnawi, 

1977).     There are numerous hydro-power achemes consisting of a 

number of reservoirs and a small hydro-power station (5 to 53 

stations). 

Windmills 

Windmills is yet another possibility for electricity gene- 

ration. However, the energy demand for motive force (mechanical 

energy) ought to receive priority to reduce conversion and dis- 

tribution and storage which are associated with electricity. A 

detailed account of different designs of the windmills appropriate 

for developing countries is given in the U.N. series on energy 

resources (ESCAP region, I976). . It mentiona that village craft 

of making wooden mills with cloth or jute sails which existed a 
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few decades ago in countries lika Greece etc.  needs to be revived 

so a3 to  reduce the costs and  to  employ local labor. 

The windmills are especially suited in the coastal and 

mountainous  zones.    The wind velocities required are  in the range 

of 8 to 25 km/hr for mechanical energy for pumping and  I5 to 40 

km/hr for electricity production.     The Cretan windmills start 

pumping at a wind velocity of 8 km/hr and reach optimum performance 

of 25 rev/min at 13 km/hr.    The wind pump will increase speed up 

to about 40 rev/min in higher winds before it controls itself 

through excessive tip drag and  sail  fluttering,   although the 

sails are  usually reefed at speeds above 25 rev/min.     Lifting 

water as much as 5 m,  this type of windmill pumps 3,000 liters 

rer hour,   10.12 hours per day,  4-5 months per year,  and has an 

expected  lifetime of about 20 years. 

Each wind pumping system cpsts about US fi 480   (windmill 

US I    320,   storage tank 1/3 ft  120,   pump US I 40).    The cost of water 

pumped is  approcimately one US cent per v?. 

However,   several  studies ha/e  indicated that the potential 

for wind  in Africa,   India etc.   is not significant   (Economic 

Commission of Africa,  I976,  A.K.N.   Reddy,  1977). 

A careful study that analyzes month by month wind velocities 

for 13 stations in various parts of Indonesia - a country with 

many islands concludes  1   ...   "while the costs of transmitted power 

is 3 to 4- US cents/kwh, locally manufactured propeller type wind- 

mills may produce electricity at 15 US cents/kwh"   (Djojodihardjo, 

H.,  I976). 
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Thus the wind energy could be considered only a location 

specific resource for mechanical drive and electrical energy. 

Bio-gas and solar are not considered a", available choicer. 

Bio-gas is better used as a source' of domestic energy and noe 

enough of it is H.kely to be available for e'ectricity generation 

after these needs are met.  ¿olar electric technology that can be 

oparated at a village level and which '< n  economical is not likely 

to be available for a number of years. 

5-3 Other 3ug/:e.'?tions For Reducing Souls 

Choice of level of Reliability and Staggering 

If the level of reliability can be lowered, then a number of 

cost-cutting choices become available in both generation ari 

distributions.  If load staggering is permitted, then a smaller 

generating unit may serve the purpose.  In a rural enviornment 

such staggering may be possible to enforce.  Also seasonal loads 

such a3 peak season irrigation requirement may be met by denying 

power at such critical times to other users who may have a lower 

priority. 

Single Wire Distribution 

Single-Wire Earth Return System can be adopted to reduce 

cost of rural distribution lines, m  this system-only one wire 

is provided instead of the 3 wires ih a three phase line. Earth 

is used to provide the return path.  Such a system, though not 

free of 3ome technical problems, can offer substantial reduction 

in distribution costs and may be considered for the remote areas. 
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network  Lay-out Pesian ; 

The  expansion plan of an electrical grid for rural electri- 

fication  network should  be  prepared with a  long term perspective 

on the i e ve lo piient of electrification in  the  area.     Keoping  in  mind 

the sequences  of the villages  to  be electrified in the particular 

order which may  ¡>e more economical'.    When designed with such a 

long ran^e   perspective,   the  resulting transmission network 

would be  significantly less costly than if tho expansion of the 

system were  to  be on an ad  hoc basis.    Only in farmer situation  it 

becomes possible to consider alternative netwofic configuration and 

select an optimal ene. 

It may also be desirable  to consider clusters of villages  or 

a rural  region for electrification.    Once  the transmission line'is 

laid  to connect one village,   the  costs  of extending supply to  nearby 

tillages may   be only marginal. 

•Standardisation 

In setting up    transmission lines as well as in a number of 

isolated  local generators,   the role of standardization in costs 

reducing  is  important.     It greatly facilitates maintenance and 

training of the operating and" maintenance  staff.    Availability 

of trained  staff can be a serious bottleneck  in utilizing the 

investments   in many developing countries. 

An international agency such as UNIDO can play, a useful role 

in promoting  such standardization which is many times hampered 

by the fact  that a particular country may get aid for rural 

electrification from many developed countries each with its own 

set of standards.    The aid receiving country can then get stuck 

with a variety and a multiplicity of equipment which becomes extremely 

difficult  and  expensive to maintain as^both the inventory size and 

also the  skills of maintenance required  increase. 
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6«  TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT 

The survey by T.Turner (1973) of che literature available 

on rural energy points to the fact that most of it concentrates 

on technical and economic matters and very little on software 

issues such as policy, management and administration which is 

the backbone which supports introduction of   ' pr hnmorrV. 

In this section, issues such as transfer of technology in 

the rural environment, the necessary organisational framework 

and the need for maintenance, standardisation etc. through a 

proper administrative framework art; discussed. 

6.1 Issues Concerning Tr-mafer of Trchr.ol. .rV. 

Here by "Technology transfer" we mean all aspects of techno; .¿;y 

transfer to the rural environment i.e. from planning, introduction 

and maintenance.  It has to be recognised that the rural users 

cannot run an experimental energy system.  Due weight has to be 

given to th3 perfection of the technology and the development of 

institutions which are required, such as establishments which 

look after the user's problemsV The rural user's viewpoint 

could be classified into two categories; techno-economic and 

social or relating to the operating .environment in which the 

technology has to be U3ed.  In general, the following points 

need to be considered. 

(i) Private and Social Costs and-Benefitst 

The benefits, savings etc. are often calculated on national, 

state or village levels and not for the rural consumer who is 

going to use it. Though benefits at the national level, such as 
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saving of foreign exchange,  curbing environmental degradation, 

overall  health effects etc.,   are  important,  they are meaningful 

only if the new technology is  acceptable  to the user.     If the 

user rloes not  benefit,  yet  technology  needs to be  promoted  for 

national or social   benefits,   the  individual user has to be 

comnensated   if he  is to be  induced to use  it.     This requires  a 

national   policy action whore  subsidy,   financing facilities,   tax 

rates,   etc.   have  to  be  introduced to promote better technology. 

Thus,   the cost-benefit analysis  should  be done also from 

the user's  point of view along with the  analysis from the  social 

viewpoint.     One then  identifies  the  loss,   if any,   that the user 

has to  incur and  to what extent   the government might subsidize 

him judging   'rom the  indirect  costs the   society has to bear if 

the new technology  is not promoted. 

í3-1)     Comparison with other alternatives i 

The economic  benefits to the user should be calculated keeping 

in mind the  best possible alternatives that a user has.    For 

example,   if the advantages of bio-gas plants are calculated  by 

taking kerosene or even coal as  the alternative,   they would  look 

substantial.     But actually the  comparison has to be made with the 

cheapest possible alternative,   i.e.  burning dung and purchasing 

fertilizers,   if at all he needs  it.    Of course,  the fringe benefits 

and conveniences and nuisances of both the alternatives should 

be weighed appropriately.    Only then one understands why certain 

innovations are not catching on.    In addition,  possible future 
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developments in the existing alternatives  should also  be considered 

(e.g.  rising cost of fossil fuels). 

(iii)     Scale  of Technologyt 

Some  technologies may turn out to be   inapprooriate - economically 

or managementwise -  if the proper scale is not chosen.     For example, 

in some situations many 3mall  solar ourr.pc may be nore  expensive 

than a large pumping station.     Yet the small pumps may be preferable 

when the management  problems associat3d with  the different scales 

are considered.    Again,  giving an example of bio-gas technology 

chat a village bio-gas plant may be more economical and socially 

desirable than family bio-gas plants.     (Parikh J and Parikh K,  1977). 

(iv)    Introduction of Technologyt 

The manner in which a technology is introduced determines its 

success.    Quite often adversely affected or less beneficiary groups 

may offer resistance.    For example,  if wood  plantation schemes are 

introduced,   legal measures for land use,  employment for those who 

make Jiving,  gathering wood etc.  have to be dealt with.     Besides, 

at the planning stage itself,  problems of co-operation,  maintenance 

and repairs should  be foreseen. 

<v)    Compatibility .with the environment i 

If an invention requires a change in lifestyle or is in 

conflict with the  surroundings,   it will face* difficulties in its 

adoption.    In such a case, the strength of the existing establish- 

ment of older technology should be carefully assessed and whether 

or not the society is ready for the change should be considered. 
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(vi)     Ac e e;-'tane e  of TG chnoior.y : 

An  invention has   to  be  appropriate   for  the  kind   cf use  for 

which  it   is   me-'-nt.     For  example,   as  will   be  demonstrated   la   ter 

in  this  paper,   there   is  a  need, to  consider the  manner  in which 

a  pump  is   presently  utilized  v/hiUi  ri es imi,if, a   solar   pump  for 

agriculturaí   purposes. 

It  is   ¡derefore,   necesssry  that    a government with  limited 

resources   should  evaluate   new   technologier,  carefully   so  that  on'y 

appropriate   ideas  are   encouraged.     The   l»'uelopment  of   inappropriate 

technology   m iy waste   'precious  manpower and   limited  research an! 

development   funds and   also  cause a   loss   in   the  credibility  of 

new techno1oßles  in general. 

6.2    Organizational  Framework  for Decer.trai i zed   ^y.-tom •• 

The  decentralized   systems  have  not  caught  on so   far,   simply 

because  of a  lack of an organizational  framework  supportir;;  them. 

While appreciating the   necessity of decentralized  systems  such 

as wood plantation,   bio-gas,   solar equipments,   water turbines etc. 

it may be  emphasised  that  there would be a need  to  institutionalize 

a construction and maintenance  "apparatus"  by creating appropriate 

organisations or enterprises.     Isolated  trials  of technologies, 

even if successful,   cannot bring about a major  impact- on the 

energy.scene.    Even if unskilled local labour is used  as much as 

possible manufactured  spare parts skills etc.  would  have to come 

from centralised organisations.     UNIDO can play  an  important  role 

in helping  to set  them up,   first or. an experimental  basis,     òuch 

ontralized  organisations would  build up expertise  ir. coping with 

!"' l  technology under varying 
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conditions  and would  avoid  the mistakes  made  in other Villages. 

They could  also improve   the  techniques not only by   learning but 

also  by e/aluating  their  performance  and  making  the   necessary 

changes  in  the designs,   operation techniques etc.     Apart from 

developing  expertise,   these  organisations,  which  ought   to be  set 

up  only after assessing   the  overall   potential  of a  ¿jiven technology, 

could   ilso  realize  economy  of scale   by  producing many units and 

build  ui>  the  common  infrastructure  required which  would  be hard 

for each  village   to  acquire. 

For a  large country  such organisations may  be   even at a 

broad  regional  scale.     These   organisations  snould   be   self-supported 

although  initially  soma   subsidy may  be  given.     In  certain cases 

whf-re  Tuch centralisation for energy schemes alone  may not be 

possible for various reasons,   it may be preferred   to  create rural 

technology  centres   (RTG)   which deal with  rural  development and 

conL^der energy as an integral aspect of rural development.    There 

: ;  a need  for redesigning, traditional  implements used  by the  rural 

population because  the  nature and  scale  of many activities have 

changed with time but  not the implements used.     On  the other hand, 

there  is a need to adapt  modern implements imported   in the villages 

so as to suit the rural  requirements and  life style.     Fcr example, 

tractors made in the developed countries are overdeáigned to reduce 

manual operations and to operate on large farms where a simple 

equipment with a motor would do for these countries  having small 

farms.    These could provide technical know-how appropriate for the 

rural areas  in the field of water,   agriculture,  handicrafts,  energy, 

heat etc.     Some countries where such extension centres exist already, 

their roles could be expanded or modified  to look after rural 

energy schemes. 

[ 



7 •     RECOMMENDATIONS i 

Emerging recommendations  from the 3tudy are  summarized on 

which   pr^'cy of  the  national  government could   be  based. 

(i)    Statewise assessment  of the present  energy supply - 

commercial and' non-commercial   should be made  and  areas whore  severe 

shortage due to deforestation and  otherwise  are   likely  Co  take 

place   should  be  identified  as  the priority areas where new energy 

technologie., may  be  required. 

(ii)     Identification of  the  possibilities  of economically 

productive activities and  their locations should  be made  such 

that   trie rise   in  future energy  demand   in those   : laces could   be 

envisaged  in time.     Ii   possible,   their sectoral   origin should  be 

anticipated be  it agriculture,   transport,  household  or rural 

industries  (such as pottery,   brick and lime  production,  charcoal 

making,   food processing,  kiln based crafts   (e.g.   metal working) 

etc.     The knowledge  of sectoral  origins could   be  used  to assess 

the  required fuel   namely,  oil,   electricity,  wood,  charcoal, 

bio-gas or solar. 

(iii)  There would be a need for integrating non-commercial 

energy sources  into organized  energy sector by putting in 

investment and management efforts   (such as bio-gas, wood planta- 

tion,   solar etc.)   thereby assuring the rural  energy supply on a 

sustainable basis. 
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(iv)    Initiation of rural  energy supply schemes should   be 

made after assessing their potential and necessary techno-economic 

parameters  (as  shown in detail  for each technology in section k). 

Following considerations enter while discussing priorities. 

(a) Priority should be given to those  schemes where the 
tradition of using those resources  exist,, e.g.  dung   in 
case of bio-gas, wood  in the case of charcoal production 
from wood plantations etc. 

(b) The land,  resources and legislative requirements should 
be assessed  for a given demand for various population 
densities. 

(v)    The likely demand for electricity  should be assessed - 

on the basis of the  expected activities in  the  rural area under 

consideration for electrification.    The choice of electricity 

supply from connection to grid  or from local generation then  may 

be  made on th*  basis of the demand,  resources,  distance  from 

existing grid and possibilities  of decentralized  systems such as 

mini  hydel, wind wills etc.    For efficiency and  cost-reduction, 

staggering,  standardization of equipment and  optimal layout  of 

electric network may be considered. 

(vi) The problems of   'transfer of technology'  into rural 

enviornment should be studied  in pilot schemes in a variety of 

enviornments.    Necessary organisational framework should be  set 

up for introduction,  promotion,   extension work,  maintenance and 

standardization such that sown seed of technology could grow and 

flower. 
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(vii)  Co-operation among the developing countries of the 

same region could   lead  to efficient and  economic  energy systems 

in particular  in .sharing water for hydroschemes  or setting up 

regional electrical grids,  or sharing their experiences in 

setting up decentralized  energy systems. 

(viii)  The co-operation of tne  developed countries in providing 

know-how and   nel)    in standardization of   imported  equipment     for 

energy  system:;  should  he  sought so   that  a developing country 

getting  financial   or technical help  from  several   countries does 

not get  bur-'^rmd with a  system which  is difficult and expensive 

to maintain. 
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Appendix 1 

Input norms for  <-..,<ir;.|V u«.,,;r;   ln rurnl   jnduntr^en 

r 
Name of      | 
Industry    I 
 L 
Sugar Mill 
(Khandsari ) 

Poultry Farm 

Dairy Farm 

Sericulture 
Farm 

Wool carding 

Straw 
Board 

Prati 

Consumption 
of electri- 
ca 

81,310 kwh/day 

Coffee Works 1 kwh/day 

Rice Mill 32 kwh/day 
Flour Mill 36 kwh/day 

**7 kwh/day 

50 kwh/day 

1.1 Iwh/day 

lutile Mill 95 kwh/day 

N.A. 

10? kwh/day 

N.A. . 

3.02 kwh/day 

Average 
Consumption   of    raw 
materials    by    units 

Sugar cane 
Sulphur 
Limestone 
Firewood 
Ccal 

125 tons'/day 
10 tons/day 
20 tons/day 
25 tons/day 
20 tons/day 

Coffee  seed - 33 kgs/day 

Paddy - kO Qtls/day 
Paddy -  Zk Qtls/day 
(Grease/lubricants-1.5 kgs/month 
(Diesel oil - 550  litres/month 
(Mobile oil -    12 litres/month 

Water -  1000 litres/day 

- N.A.  - 

Urea £ kg per acre/year 
Ammonia 50 kgs/acre/year 
CÀL - 50    kgs/acre/year 

Cotton 1,373 kgs./day 
Mobile oil - O.56 litre/day 
Coal - 0.66 tons/day 
Boiler cumbustin oil - 6.58 

litres/day 

Wool 1.64 kgs/day 
Diesel oil 1 litre/day 
Mobile oil 0.2? litre/day 

Wood - 79 eft/day 
Greece - 2 kgs/month 
Blades - 4 nos/month 
Crude oil - 29.1? litrjes/month 
Grinding stone * 1 no./month 
Mobile oil - 28.33 litres/month 

Waste paper - 1.7 tonnes/day 

Ra#)833«3/«onth service charges 
Mobile oil - 2 litres/month 

contd. 
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.v M »end ix   1   (c -into ) 

Name  of 
Industry 

Consumption of 
electricity 

Tyre  works 

Oil Mill 

Painting 

Potteries 

Engineering 
works 

Iron & Steel 
Industries 

Aluminium 
utei-ioils 

Mechanical 
works 

Oil Refineries 

T.?9 k'vít/.'.v/ 

fí'.t.;-;o kwh/day 

1.6 kwh/day 

JJ.J kwh/day 

30 kwh/day 

10,411 kwh/day 

18.9 kwh/day 

3.29 kwh/day 

N.A. 

A'/rTM^o consumption of raw 
materia Is   by  units 
 r 

H ; j i ) h-) r -   1 ? . J 6  k g,"/d ay 
;<> Luti >n  -   0.p5 

Firewood  -  0.4è qtls/day 
Petrol -   1. ['."  litres/day 
./a ter - 3,288  lit-».i/day 

Groundnut  -  ?. 96 tons/day 
Mobile oil   - O.96 litres/day 

Paints -  I.67  litres/day 
Tarpanti ne   5  litres/month 
Tannery -   *5  litres/month 

^ater - 40  litre3/day 
Greece 12? kgs/month 
Mobile oil  - 30 litres/month 
Kerosene oil -  50 litres/month 

lubricant  -  10  litres/month 
Transformer oil - 20 litres/month 
Welding rods -  200/month 
M.S.sheets - 3.2 tons/month* 

BP4RC sheets - 1.6?/moñth 
Furnace oil -  8.22 litres/day 
Raw Iron -90.41 tons/day 

Aluminium -  133.33 kgs/day 

Rs.  1,500/month repair and 
service charges 

Castor seed - 10 m. tons/day 

Source  1    perspective plan for rural electrification in the 
Telegana region of Andhra Pradesh,  India. 
Nation Council of Applied Economic Research,New Delhi, 
India. 
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Anneriti ix 2 

Economic Evalua t^^^^^^iñ o- ,.t,. nl;intq . 

,   A comparison of M I U-rn^i v, •.  An economic equation of a   , 

family sized bio-gr«; plant i., ,-|vtn for each of the three conditions, 

under the condition of India.  The Table summarize- the economics 

of the four alternative, for obtaining the sa..ie amount of fu,els 

and fertilizers namely, 

(A) set up a bio-gas plant, or 

(B) use dung to burn and purchase fertilizers and kerosene 
for lighting), or 

(C) use dung for manure and purchase additional dung and 
kersone to burn, or 

(D) waste dung and purchase coal, kerosene and fertilizers. 

The results for India indicate that for a person who uses dung 

for composting, the returns on investment in a bio-gas plant are " 

higher under the existing price structure. It shows that the 

costs of obtaining the same amounts of fuel and fertilizers is 

%3l  per year for bio-gas plants as opposed to #34.8 and $41.4 for 

the options where dung is either burnt or composted, m these 

calculations, the subsidy of $50 given by the Indian Government 

for setting up a plant is not taken into account. 

' It can be seen that under two different assumptions, onjy a 

few dollr *s can be gained per year from a bio-gas plant. The 

cost of dung is not assumed to be zero which is another reason 

why the gain does not seem sc substantial. 

If (A) is compared against (D), of course, the benefits are 

substantial. Besides, since the analysis is done from a viewpoint 

of a consumer, the national investments in mining and transporting 
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coal and their opportunity costs are no5 considerad. For 

those countries where there is no coal and oil has to be purchased 

in foreign exchange, the costs would be higher than that indicated 

in case (D). 
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Economic analysis of alternativos for o private 
owner of ff v*» animalr (dry dung •» 3.65 t/yoar). 

It pm 

• > 

(A) 

A X t O 1 Da 

(B) a.:) (0) 

1. Description 
of alterna- 
tivos 

Install a 
1.8 m'/day 
bio-gaB plant 

2. Investment 
(US I) 

3. Inturest depre 
elation and 
maintenance 
costs (J/year) a) 

• . Bio-gas gene- 
rated (m'/year) 

5. Effective heat 
obtained        1 
<10»kcal/yr) 

•. Fertilizer pro- 
duced (kg N/year) 

7. Supplementary 
purchase:    b) 
kerosene (kg/year) 
dung cakes (t/year) 
fertilizer (kg N/yr) - 
co«l (t/yr) 

t. Annual coats c)    31 

UtlliliU LIU. . i.iiiL. 

for burning and 
purchase fcrttli- 

and get fertl- zer and kerosene 
lizer and gas for lighting 
for cooking 
and lighting 

«.i:   . i..,   ,'c r 
coii-inost. inti 
ai)u purchase: 
fuels and 
supplementary 
fertilizers 

Oo not use dung 
and purchase 
fertilizer, coal 

kai 

200 

31 

660 

.90S 

52.6 

1.3ft 

25 
1.50 
52.6 

it.8 

30 

25 
5.15 
22.7 

41.4 

25 

52.« 

3.3 
76 

Based on interest rate of 12», life of plant of 15 years and 
cost of painting the drum of 15 per year.     ., 
(Annjal capital charge) - (initial investment)/}  1/(1.12)t-1 

b) Based on: *• 
(i) Calorific value Efficiency of burning Effective calorics 

lie-gas 4770 kcal/m' 601 2860 kcal/m' 

(ii) Effective cooking energy needs amount to 1770x10'kcal/vcor 
and can be obtained from either 615 •' of bio-gas or 5.15 tons 
of dung cakes. 

(ill) Either 25 kg of kerosene per year or 46 m' of blo-tjac/ycar 
•re required for lighting. 

(iv) 1 kq of dung when composted gives 0.56 kg of compost wijth 
1.5» nitrogen. Through a bio-gas plant it yielda 0.72 k«j of 
dry sludge with 2.0Î nitrogen. 

C) Üü'lv0«^100; of *°'12/k9 of kerosene, |5.5/ton of dung cakes 
and $0.»5/kg of nitroqen. 

Coal d»Hv«r«d <«15/tl 
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Costs and Returns Estimates for Eucalyptus 
plantations   (A)   and Refining of Natural 
forest schemes   (B)   (East Africa) 

Serial 'No.    Years       Costs/Returns 
I Costs   per hectare 

r 
1 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

9) 

h) 

i) 

ii 

k) 

1) 

m) 

n) 

o) 

P) 

q) 

1st year 

2nd to 
5th year 

6th(Pinal) 
year 

6th 

Plantoosts (including tubing, 
fertilizers, insecticides and 
transport) 

Grounti preparation 

Lining»-out and pitting 

Planting costs 

Tending by clean hoeing 

Land cost3 

Management costs 

Fencing costs 

Total establishment costs 
in 1st year 

Annual Land costs 

Annual maintenance costs 

Annual management costs 

Total annual running costs 
between 2nd and 5th ysar 

Land costs 

Maintenance costs 
Management costs 

Harvesting s Hauling costs   . 

Total closing costs of the and 
of 6th year 

Returns t 

If the wield rata is smiiil to 
ba 25 mVnsctare/yeax, total 
rmtums at ths end of 6th ysar - 
6 x 25 

Scheme A 
($)  per year 

Sáneme B 
(•)   per year 

36.75 

22.50 

18.75 

15,00 

36.75 

50.00 

120.00 

40.00 

339.75 

50.00 

3.00 

8.00 

61.00 

50.00 

3.00 

16.00 

33.75 

102.75 

150 

0 

0 

0 

0 

50.00 

120.00 

40.00 

210.00 

50.00 

3.00 

8.00 

61.00 

50.00 

3.00 

16.00 
67.5C 

136.50 

150  j 
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1.    For it«»» a)  to e)  and also for the annual maintenance coati 
th« data ware taken fro» Appendix 2 of  "Foroët Energy  and 
Economia  Development" by D.E.  Earl, where the figures were 
given in  terms of th« number of aan-days.    A wage rate of 
$0.75 per man-day was assumed. 

2. Data for other important items were brought together from 
several sources,   such as Central Bureau of Statistics. 
Kenya  (1976). 

3. co»ts  for management and  fencing were estimated from reason- 
able considerations.     For example,   for management  the   figures 
assumed were:  60 man-days  during the establishment period 
(i.e.   roughly  1.5 hours a day),  1» man-days during the  rearing 
period   (i.e.  around  1   hour once in  10 days)   and 8 man-days 
during the closing period.     The wage rate assumed   for manage- 
ment costs  is   $2/m«n-day. 

'"     ïïnUgh the .abovfc  tat,le shows annual  land rental costs  to be 
$50   and  yield  rate   te   De   25  mVna,   various   land   tents   and  y»*U 
rates have been  investigated. 

5.     The cost  data for the Far East are similar except   for the 
land rent which should be around $50/ha.    The wages  for  Latin 
America would be higher.     ~. 
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»efional summary of th« various land availabilities 
and land requirement« under th« schewes A and B. 
(Refining natural foresta)   (wood plantation). 

1973 Africa 

Total land/cap (ha) 6.1913 

Arabi« land/cap(ha)       0.4729 

Forest area/cap(ha)       1.4692 

Far last        Latin America 

0.8469 

0.2575 

0.3038 

6.9015 

0.4206 

3.1281 

Tropical        Dry tones 
Und required« (ha)    0.04 to 0.07ha   0.08 tô 0.20ha   0.02 to 0.05ha 
per person   (A) """ 

Land required** (ha) 0.20 * 
per person   (B) 

0.33 0.14 

The ecosystems do not directly correspond to th« 
geographical zones - 

en 
assuming annual productivity of 5,3,7*3/h« respectively. 
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